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CAtsN AzOCI VNf,B ]IE$TflERtrAC]E

INTRODUCTION

The model A200 is the VME Interface for the CAEN SY 127 and SY 227 High
Yoltage Systems.

It allows the user to carry out the full monitoring and control of a FfV system from any computer
connected to VME.In this way, for each application, a dedicated software can be developed using
high-level languages.

Appropriate error codes are rerumed for any operation performed on the system.

Up to 7A0 crates daisy-cltain cannectetl, for a maximum of 4000 High Yoltage
ch.annels, can be contralled by a single A200 unit. The module is one YME unit
wide,

Information is exchanged betw-qen the .A200 and the SY 127 OR SY 227 System via a HIGH
VOLTAGE CAENET Seri{ link; which uses a 50 O coaxial cable as a physical medium.
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1, SYSTEM OVERVIEW

. Two basic kinds of actions can be thought of in connection with the monitoring and the

control of a fiü ;tr1g;, i.e. setting a [arameter's value and reading it out'

Both actions can be expanded in a sequence of operations, where each operation is performed

via Read andWrite VME CYcles.

A200 is a D16, i"i6 i"a rt,+ Si*r", that is, it supports ffansfers of 16 bits Data and can be

addressed with 16 or 24 Address Lines. User cän select the page in memory in which to

piace tte module via dip-switches on A23-A6 Address Lines.

It is atso porribi" i; Aä"id" a 
ju*p"r selection ) if A200 belongs to user or to supervisor

space or to both.

SET PARAMBTER VALUE sequence

This is expanded in:

SELECT TARGET

READ ERROR FLAG

WRITE DATA

READ ERROR FLAG

SELECT TARGBT is intended to specify which Channel, .49up of Channels, or block of
HV param"r"r, *" ihä ürg;i;i the iub-säquent WRITE DATA bperation (which actually

perförms the setting of the parameter's value ).

SELECT TARGET is needed only when a new target las to be specified, i.e. in case

if i*secuttve acArii p;;i;r*rA oi the same target ( elg. chnnging.several parameters of the

ioiitlV Channel 1 oitlybne turget selectionis required at the beginning.

Possible targets are a single HV ChaqngljryV. parametels which can be actually set

ifri"rÄf, VM"E are deiaiied"under the WRITE DAIA specifications below ),^a Group of
Ctranfiets (same ,"Ä*t ), a set of globai crate Protecti'on bits' and the- set of parameters

Jipiiui*g the statui of 
'the 

Streaäer-tubes-conditioning process ( they are read-only

parameters ).

It is worth nottcing that only one Crate at a rtme can be acted upon ( its number betng given in

the SELECTTARGET Datafield ).

WRITE DATA performs the setting of the parameter, whose new value is in the VME Data

Bus ( fromDBO to DB15 ).

Only a limited set of pararneters ( detaile-Q below )-can be set throughVME for a single

bhärnet, or tn paiälIet for a gröup of Ch-annets_,lo.r some paramiters even (as for the

Channel Status i, only few specific bbs can be modified.

a)

b)
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i: c) READ ERROR FLAG can be performed at any time to find out the outcome of a previous
; operation.

=, A single negative word read out corresponds to an error condition (see (a) note 2.4).

* Note: The use of READ ERROR FLAG is strongly recommended
; for one correct synchronisation through the user softryare
; €nd the VME interface.

1.2 READ PARAMETER VALUB sequence
-,

a is is expanded in:

I SELECT TARGETU 
READ ERROR FLAG

7 START RBADOUT
J READ VALUE(S)

] ") SELECT TARGET has the same form, meaning and limitarions as in the SET, PAIL\METERVALUE sequence.

: b) START READOUT is needed, in case of a READ sequence, in order ro steer the readout.l on a specific 
_ 
subset of the vast parameters' set: ihus, the readout of the (one or

several) resulting_ parameter values can be performed Äoriirr""ti""rv *itr. 
" 

q-SrOF-z read. operation (see the READ VALUE, below, without any further subäddress
3 specification.

) READ VALUE(S) reads out a block of data, one or more words depend.ing on which targer
3 . was lpec!1ed in the SELECT TARGET and on the subset chosen in the lrevious STAF.TJ nEADoUT.

= A single negativ.e wgrd yegQ oyt corcesponds to an error condition occured during thej prevtous operation ( which had to be a START READOUT ).

-:

.;

3
3
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2. VME CYCLES (referring to the Sy IZZ systein)

Jh9 negggsary VME Qrcles for every seqlrence are detaited.
l" tlr" following, bits A23-A6 are i$roreä
Refer to the SY 127 System Manual for further information and for the meaning of the
Channels' parameters.

2.1 SELECT TARGET

§_qlect Target is performed by two Write C.ycles:Write at Addrels_ rs ,^with bits 0-7 oi nät"'Bus selecting the desired
!Tge^t_-ald bijs 8'15 specifying the number ( between 0 ano qg )-of a C-r;te i;the SY 127 System.
write at Address IA ,rvith bits O-LS of Data Bus ignored.

To test validity o-f the action performed, it is necessary to perform a ReadCycle at Address IA:
bit 0 of Data n5 QPQ,.if -equar t-o 0, ipdicates accepted operation;bit 0 of Data.Bus (DB0), ir_equal. t; t, inäicates thar tüä-operation is not
3gceqted,_ in t^h§ case repeat the-action pärformed i 

- - )

bits lto 15 of Data Bus-(DBlto DB15) äre ignoreO.

Crate numbers 100 to 255 are reseru.ed to the System. An tnvalid crate ru*nber at this stage tstrunediately reported as an error code -1.

The value of the lower byte of the Data Bus Lines is interpreted as follows:

0-39 gives the number of the Channel selecred ( 40 Channels per Crate max.).

40'48 selects a block of-parameters relative to the Streamer-tubes.conditioning' process, specifica[y:

40 selecrs one of the values of the Voltages (V0-V15)41 selecrs one of the values of the Currenfs ttO-f iSl 
-

42 selects one of the values of Time-High GHb-THisy43 selects one of the values of Time-Loio (i-rO-rl-iji'
4 4 selects the Maximum w;ottr Time or ä conditio"irg rt"p
4 5 selects the Ramp-up rare
46 selects the Ramp-d-own rate
47 selects the set of three possible commands:

Start (BII!), SLop (BrT 1), pause (BrT 2)
4 8 selects the Total width rime of the öonditioning process

Warning: these
Any subsequent
code -48.

parameters can only be read out, and not written on.
attempt to write on them via a WRITE DATA will result in an error

For targets 10--43, the Data Bus Lines in the Start-Readout operation (see below) selects
which one of the corresponding 16 values has to be read- \vYY vr
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50-57 selects a Global Absolute Group as follows:

5 0 Group ALL
51 Group A
52 Group B
5 3 Group C
5 4 Group D
5 5 Group E
5 6 Group F
57 Group G

60-67 selects a Global Relative Group as follows:

6 0 Group ALL
6L Group A
62 Group B
63 Group C
6 4 Group D
6 5 Group E
66 Group F
67 Group G

7 A selects the Protection bits

2.2 WRITE DATA

Write Data is performed by two Write Cycles:Wlite at Address.IC, with bits 0-15 of Data Bus containing Data to be
written.
VYrite at Address TBrwith bits 0-3 of Data Bus containing the subaddress
rvhich selects the parameter to write.

To test validity o_f the action performed, it is necessary
Cycle at Address lEz
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to 0, indicates accepted
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to L, indicates that
accep.ted, in t}is case repeat the action performed;
bits lto L5 of Data Bus (DBLto DB15) are ignored.

to perform a Read

operation;
the operation is not

a) Fq, tSingle^Channel Selection (Target = 0-39 in the Select Target operarion) only
subaddresses 0 to 8 are allowed.

Use of a subaddress > 8 will result in the eror -5.

The meaning of the subaddresses is:

0 selects the setting of Y0
1 selects the setting of Y1
2 selects the setting of I0



b)

c)

d)
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3 selects the setting of IL
4 selects the setting of the Ramp-up rate
5 selects the setting of the Ramp-down rate
6 selects the setting of the TriP
7 selecrs the settin-g of the Stätus bits * (see note over page)_ - ..
8 setecii if,e seui,ig of the Channel to Group assignment bits **

(see note over Page)

For a Global Absolute Group Selection ( Target: 50-57), only the subaddresses

0-7 of the above list are allowed (see note on page 21).

[Ise of subaddress I will result in the error -9.

Use of a subaddress > 8 will result in the error -5.

For a Gtobal Relative Group Selection ( Target = 60-67), only the subaddresses 0-6

of the above list are allowed.

Use of subaddresses 7 and 8 will result in tlrc error -11.

Use df a subaddress > 8 will result in tle error -5.

For a Protection Bits Selection (Target = 70) the subaddress is ignored, and oniy -the
iirst + bits of rhe data field are us"6**r, (see note.below). Any attempt to write a bit which is

different from 0-3 will resuit in error -1.2.

IMPORTANT:

The setting of the Write Lines depends on the HV module on which one has to act as well as

on the opelration to be performed. Refer to Chapter 2.5 for details.

NOTES:

{< ) Status Bits

The only Sratus bit whiclt canbe changedviaVME is bit 0, the ON|OFF-bit.
If a 1 ii wrinen on bit 0, the Channei is turned ON, if a 0 is written, the Channel is turned

OFF.

Any atternpt to write on a Status bit dffirentfrombit 0 will result in error 4:

* * ) Channel to Group assignment Bits

A mask on Data Bus Lines is used to describe which Groups a Channel will belong to (the

Channel to Group assignment bits ): bit 0 represents Group ALL, bit 1 Group A, a-nd 19
on to bit 7 whici, ,"pi"r.nts Group G. If 6ne of these biis is set to 1", the Channel will
betong to the corresp^onding Group,if it is set to 0 the Channel will be discarded from that

Group.
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care must be taken, before giving such a command, to read' the current status' in order to

ftnd out w hi c h ä' ;;;p; ;ö iin, et E e I o ng s to ( s e e no t e o n p ag e 2 I ).

***)Protection Bits

In changing the Protection Bits ( Target = 7A ) , the subaddress is igttored' and only the first 4

bits of the äaru field are used'

If a bit is set to L, the corresponding Protection is enabled, if it is set to 0' the Protection is

disabled.

Care must be taken, when mod'ifying tlrc Protection Bits, to act only on the relevant ones'

leaving the others unchanged'

The meaning of these 4 bits is:

bit 0 Porver ON
bit I-Password enable
bit 2 Keyboard enable
bit 3 Clear Alarm

Note on the Alarm bit:
If during a READ operation thß bit is set to .1, then_an Alarm condition has takeru place, which

courd be due äi;;p-;tr, äi orri-i-oi;;i; i; iiÜnder-vottage.stahß ,of 
the channet.

An alarm condition can be ,eset (dtii,f eior* operatio-n) öriting a l- an bit 3: then the bit

should toggte to zero if -it wai set, or stay -2.ery. 
if no alarm condition was present'

warning: if,following acle.ar o,ir*";Üriiäi.uii s it" still set to l, then the Alann condition

persisrs, onaü"ii iä,t-ii eitt e, b;;;'d;;;-ioitog, o, oy on tJnder-vottase status of the tN
channel.

2.3 START READOUT

Start Readout is performed by two Write Cycles:

write at Address lg , witrr üits"ti-z of-uuiä gur ignored and bits 8-15 all set

to 1.
Write at Address 1A , with
wtrictr selects the Parameter

bits 0-3 of Data Bus containing the subaddress

to read.

To test validity of the action performed, it is necessary to perform a Read

Cycle at Address lAz
bit 0 of Data i,;,lt-ib-go), if equal to 0, indicates accepted.operation;

bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if";ä;;i td i; indicates that th-e operation is nat

ää..pt"ä, in ltit .otö .*p'!t*the^action performed;

nitr'rto '15 of-bata Bus'(DBlto DB15) are ignored..

a) For a single channel selection ( Target = 0-39 ) the subaddress meaning is:

0
1

selects the readout of Y0
selects the readout of V1
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2 selects the readout ofI0
3 selects the readout ofIl
4 selects the readout of the Ramp-up rate
5 selects the readout of the Ramp-down rate
6 selects the readout of the Trip setting
7 selects the readout of the Channel Status
I selects the readout of the Channel to Group assignment bits
9 selects the readout of VMON
10 selects thereadoutof IMON
11 selects the readout of the Phase of the Streamer tubes conditioning

process ( see note * below )
1,2 selects the readout of the Time of the Streamer-tubes-conditioning

process ( see note * below )
13 selects the readout of the Channel Type
l4 invalid
15 selects the readout of all the parameters in a block

(see note ** below)

Notes:*) The Streamer-Tubes-Conditioning can only take place on channels belonging to Group A.

Thus the values read back witlt subaddresses 11 and 12, when worktng on a
channel belong[ng to a Group dffirent from Group A, are meaningless.

**) The order in which the parameters are read is:
V0, Vl, I0, I1, Ramp-up rate, Ramp-down rate, Trip, Channel Status, Channel to Group
assignment, VMON, IMON, Conditioning Process Phase, Conditioning Process Time,
Channel Type

Here too, the Condttiontng Process Phase and Time are meaningful only if the
ch.annel belongs to Group A.

b) For a Global Absolute or Relative Group Selection, the same meanings apply to the
subaddresses as for the single channel selection, with the restrictions mentioned for
subaddresses 1L-12, valid only on Group A.

c) In a Streamer-tubes-conditioning process Selection :

- for targets 40-43, the subaddress ( 0-15 ) selects one of the 16 values of
the associated parameters ( e.g.for Target = 40, subaddress = 3 selects V3).
- for targets 44-48, the subaddress is ignored.

d) For a Protection Bits readout Selection the subaddress is ignored.
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2.4 READ VALUE(S)

Read value(s) is performed by lwo R91d Cycles:
R;;d ai aaa.esr iC, with biti 0-15 of Data Bus containing Data,
it"rd ut Aad.eru sp',with bit 0 of Data Bus indicating ( if equal

of data just read.

These two cycles must be repeated until bit 0 of Data Bus at Address 3E is 0.

Readout is over when this bit is 1.

:

,
§

to be read.
to 0) validity

a) Data format for GrouP Selection:

If a Group ( Gtobat Absolute or Global Relatiue ) is selected, the btock of data begtns with 3 "

iottrrn" words describing which Channels belong to the Group'

In the first 2 words, and in the lower byte of the third word, each bit represents a Channel of
ih" Crut", tt e ieait Significant Bit oi the first word representing Channel 0 and so on to

Channel 39. AEer GiE iriiirt " pattern " words, as many wordifollow as the number of
Channels Uefonginfio ifrut Gioud; they contain the. value-of the selectedparamglellql-tl:-
corresponding ihainel, i.e. the fiist word refers to the Channelcorresponding to the trst.blt
set to 1 in the 3;itf1;'ü;i"rn '; words, and so on (NOTE: the first word could be a negative

word).

b) Channel Status word'§ bit pattern:

bit 0
bit 1
bitZ
bir 3
bit 4
bir 5
bir 6
bit 7

OFF
Trip
ON
Over-Voltage
Under-Voltage
Over-Current
Ramp-up
Ramp-down

(if set to one, channel is OFF, and bit 2- goes to zero). .
iif set to one, channel was switched off because ofTrip)
(if s"t to one, channel is ON, and bil0 goes to zero)
(if set to one, channel is in OW at time of reading)
(if ret to one, channel is in UNV at time of reading)
(lf set to one, channel is in OVC at time of-reading)
(if set to one, channel is undergoing a§-glPhase).
iif set to one, channel is undergoing a R-DW phase )

c) Channel to Group assignment word's bit pattern:

bit 0 set to l means that the Channel belongs to Group ALL, bit l set to 1 means that the

Channel ueronliäG;*p t;d ro on up io bit 7 which corresponds to Group G.

d) Channel Type word's bit

Positive Channel
Negative Channel
800Volts - 500 mA
2KVolts-3mA

pattern:

bir 7
bit 7
bits lr2
bir 0

OFF
ON
ON
ON
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3 KVolts - 3 mA bit 1 ON or bits 1,2,3 ON
4KVolts-2mA bits 0,1 ON or bits 0r\2r3 ON
6 KVolts - 1 mA bits A,2 ON or bits 2,3 ON
8 KVolts - 500 pA bit 2 ON
I KVolts - 200 pA bits 0 rlrT ON or bits 1,4 ON
6 KVolts - 200 pA bit 3 ON
4 KVolts - 200 pA bits 0,1,3 ON
2 KVolts - 200 pA bits L,3 ON
200 Yolts - 200 pA bits 0,3 ON
Special Module bits 0 r2,3 ON
800 Volts - 200 pA bits 4 ON
10 KVolts - 1 mA bits 0 ,L 14 O N
10 KVolts - 200 pA bits Lrz,4 ON
15 KVolts - 200 prA bits 0r1,214 ON
15 KVolts - 1 mA bits 3 14 ON
VO-Module bits 0r1r2,3,4 ON

e) Protection Status word's bit pattern:

bit 0 Power ON
bit L Password enabled
bit 2 Keyboard enabled
bit 3 Alarm*
bit 4 if 0, V0 active - if 1, Vl active
bit 5 if 0, I0 active - if L, I1 active
bit 6 Alarm*
bit 7 if 0, HV-ENABLE is OFF - if 1, HV-ENABLE is ON

* They both have the same meaning: Alarm signal for OVV, UNV, TzuP in any one of the
channels of the system SY 127 which has been called (see note in the Alarr,n bit p.8).

f) Streamer-tubes-conditioning phase: bit pattern

bit 0 - 3 sequential number of the phase ( 0 to 15 max )bit 5 if = 1, means that the conditioning process was terminated by
time-out occurence

bit 6 if = 1, means that the channel is undersoing a " recovery " at
zero voltage (this lasts Time-Low(N) seconds, where N =
phase number as given by bits 0-3 )bit 7 if = 1, means that the conditioning process is active

IMPORTANT:

The setting of the Data Bus Lines in Read Cycles depends on the HY module
on which one has to act as well as on the operation to be performed. Refer to
Chapter 2.5 for details.
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2.s DATA BUS LrNES INTERPRETATION (SY 127)

The setting ( Write Cycle ) and conversely the values ( Read Cycles ) present on the Data Bus,
depend on the charaCteristics of the specific IfV module which is used and on the " target "
wliich has been specified with the "SELECT.TARGET" operation ( i.e. Group of channels or
Single Channel - refer to Chapter 2.i for details ).

In particular, in Write Cycles only, bit 14 of the data field has a specific meaning (note that
no H.V. vaiue can be high enough to affect this bit ).

Bit 14 ON means that the H.V.value has to be divided by 10 ( i.e.you set avalue in tenth of
aVolt or in hundredths of aVolt instead of inVolts).

Bit 15 is the sign bit: when set to I in write cycle the btts 0-13 of the Data Bus, representing
the H.V. value, are coded in binary twos-complement.

CAUTIOI{ ; bit 14 is not affected by the value of btt 15, i.e. tt is never complemented to 2.

2.5.1 HV snd RAMP setting and read-out

a) The following EIV modules feature a 7l10Volt resolution:

200Y-200pA
800v-500pA

For these modules, the Data Bus Lines in Read Cycles alw,als report a value in tenth of a
Volt, irrespecrtve of the bit 14 setting and of the target selected.

For the Data Bus Lines inWrite Cycles, the voltage unit implied depends on the target as well
as onthe setting of bit 14, according to thefollowing table:

a.I) Single Cltannel Target Selection

bit L4 OFF unit = 1/10 Volt
(e.g. DBus = 32 ==) V0 = 3.2 Volts

V0 = 3.2 Volts ==> DBus =32)

bit 14 ON unit = 1/100 Yolt
(the H.!. value set is rounded to the highest i/10 V value belovr,
(e.g. DBus = 64 ==) V0 = 0.6 Volts "write

V0 = 0.6 Volts ==> DBus = 6) "read

"write
"read
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a.2) Group (Absolute or Relative) Target Selection

bit 14 OFF unit - 1 Volt
(e.g. DBus = 17 ==) V0 = 17 Volts "write- V0 = 17 Volts ==) DBus = 170) "read

bit 14 ON unit = 1/10 Yolt
(e.g. DBus = 17 ==) V0 = 1.7 Volts "write- V0 = 1.7 Volts ==> DBus = 17) "read

b) The following FfV modules feature al/ZYoltresolution:

2KV-200pA
2I(Y-3mA

For these nndules, the Data Bus Lines in Read Cycles always report avalue in half-volts, i.e.
the actualvoltage inVolts is the number encoded on Data Bus dividedby 2.

The conversion tablefor the Data Bw inWrite Cycles follows:

b.1) Single Channel Target Selection

bit 14 OFF unit = ll2 Yalt
(e.g. DBus = 16 ==) V0 = 8 Volts "write

V0 = 8 Volts ==) DBus = 16) "read

bit L4 ON unit = L/20 Volt
(the H.V. value set is rounded to the highest 1l2V value below,
(e.g. DBus = 22 ==) V0 = 1.0 Volts "write

V0 = 1.0 Volts ==> DBus = 2) "read
DBus = 17 ==) V0 = 0.5 Volts "\ryrite
V0 = 0.5 Volts ==> DBus = 1) "read

b.2) Group (Absolute or Relative) Target Selection

bit L4 OFF unit - 1 Volt
(e.g. DBus = 100 ==) V0 = 100 Volts "twito

V0 = 100 Volts ==> DBus = 200) "read

bit L4 ON unit = 1/10 Volt
(the H.V. value set is rounded to the highest UZY value below,
(e.g. DBus = 32 ==) V0 = 3.0 Volts "\ryrite

V0 = 3.0 Volts ==> DBus = 6) "read
DBus = 37 :=) V0 = 3.5 Voits "write
V0 = 3.5 Volts ==> DBus = 7) "read
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l

:

' N ote:

': when selected in Absolute Group, the Voltage resolution af the 2 KV-200 1tA modules
, depends on the H.V. v'alue itself, namely:

In the range 1638-2A00 Volts, a l12 Volt resolution canbe obtained tf the modules are selected
as aRelative Group.

c) The following HV modules feature a one-Volt resolution:

8KV-200pA 8KV-500pA
6KV-200ptA 6KV-1mA
4 KV - 200 pA 314 KY - 213 mA

For these modules, the value read, in the Data Bus has always to be interpreted. as Volts.

For the Data Bus Lines inWrite Cycles, there is no distinction due to the target selection
mode, but only a dependence on the sefing of bit 14, according to thefollowing table:

bit 14 O,FF unit - 1 Yolt
(e.g. DBus = 50 ==) V0 = 50 Volts "write

V0 = 50 Volts ==) DBus = 50) "read

bit 14 ON unit = 1/10 Volt
(the H.V. value set is rounded to the highest integer value below,
(e.g. DBus = 105 ==) V0 = 10 Volts "write

V0 = 1 Volts ==) DBus = 10) "read

2.5.2 SETTING and READ-OUT of the current

The FW modules with a 1/i0 of a pA current resolution follow the same rules as stated for the
modules with a 1/10 Volt voltage resolution and those with 1 pA follow the rules for 1 Voll
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3. VME CYCLES (referring to the SY 227 system)

The necessary VME Cycles for every sequence are detailed.
In the following, bits A23-A6 are ignored.
Refer to the SY 127 System Manual for further information and for the meaning of the
Channels' parameters.

3.1 SELECT TARGET

Select Target is performed by two Write Cycles:
Write at Address -18 , rvith bits 0-7 of Data Bus selecting the desired target
and bits 8-15 specifying the number ( betrveen 0 and 99 ) of a Crate in fhe
SY-L27 System.
Write at Address 1A ,rvith bits 0-15 of Data Bus ignored.

To test validity of the action performed, it is necessary to perform a Read
Cycle at Address IA:' bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to 0, indicates accepted operationl
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to 1, indicates that the operation is not
accepted, in this case repeat the action performedl
bits Lto 15 of Data Bus (DBlto DB15) are ignored.

Crate nwnbers 100 to 255 are reserved to the System. An invalid crate nitmber at this stage is
immediately reported. as an enor code -1.

The value of the lower byte of the Data Bus Lines is interpreted as follows:

0-31 gives the number of channels selected on each distribution board for
single channel operations;

50 for operations common to all the channels on the selected slot;

70 for operations.on the system protection bits (the protection reading
requires no subaddress).

3.2 WRITE DATA

Write Data is performed by two lVrite Cycles:
Write at Address -IC, with bits 0-15 of f)ata
written.
Write at Address TE,with bits 0-3 of Data Bus
which selects the parameter to write.

Bus containing Data to be

containing the subaddress

To test validity of the action performed, it is necessary to perform a Read
Cycle at Address lE:
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to 0, indicates accepted operation;
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to 1, indicates that the operation is not
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accepted, in this case repeat the action performedl
bits Lto 15 of Data Bus (DBlto DB15) are ignored.

a) F'or a single channel selection (Target = 0-31 in the select target operation) only
subaddresses 0 and 3 are allowed.

The meaning of the subaddresses is the following:

0 Slot selection (see note (o) 3.5)
3 IMAX (see note (ü) 3.5)

Use of subaddresses dffirentfrom 0 and 3 give an error (see Error Codes).

For operations referring to all the channels on the selected slot (Target = 50);
only subaddresses 0, 3, 5 and 6 are allowed.

The meaning of the subaddresses is the following:

0 Slot selection (see note (o) 3.5)
2 Zero Current Set (see note (x) 3.5)
3 IMAX (see note (ii) 3.5)
5 ON/OFF IfV (see note (iü) 3.5)
6 ENIDIS pulse test (see note (iv) 3.5)

Use af subaddresses diffirentfrom 0, 3 , 5 and 6 give an error (see Error Codes).

For operation referring to the Protection Bit selection (Target = 70). Subaddress is ignored,
and only the first bit of the data field is used (see note (v) 3.5).

Any attempt to write a bit dffirent from 0 gives an error (see Error Codes).

START READOT]T

Start Readout is performed by two Write Cycles:
Write at Address lB , with bits 0-7 of Data Bus ignored and bits 8-15 all set
to L.
Write at Address 1A, with bits 0-3 of Data Bus containing the subaddress
which selects the parameter to read.

To test validity of the action performed, it is necessary to perform a R.ead
Cycle at Address lAz
bit 0 of Data Bus (DBO), if equal to 0, indicates accepted operationl
bit 0 of Data Bus (DB0), if equal to L, indicates that the operation is not
accepted, in this case repeat the action performedl
bits lto L5 of Data Bus (DBlto DB15) are ignored.

b)

c)

3.3

>

:
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j
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For a single channel selection (target = 0 - 31).

The subaddress meaning is:
0 Slot number (see note(o) 3.5)
1 VMON (see note(vi) 3.5)
2 IMON (see note (ii) 3.5)
3 IMAX (see note (ii) 3.5)
7 Status (see note (viii) 3.5)
L5 selects the readout of all the parameters in a block*

The order in which the parameters ale read is : Slot Number, VMON, IMON, IMAX,
STATUS.

Use of dffirent subaddresses from those above will give error (see Error Codes).

For operations referring to all the channels on the selected slot (target = 50) (see 3.4
Read Values). The subaddress meaning is:

0 HV boards present in the crate (see note (i) 3.5)
1 VMON (see note (vi) 3.5)
2 IMON (see note (ii) 3.5)
3 IMAX (see note (ii) 3.5)
4 HV IN status (see note (vii) 3.5)
5 HV ON/OFF (see note (iii) 3.5)
6 Pulse test (see note (iv) 3.5)
7 Status (see note (vüi) 3.5)
8 Number of channels on the slot
9 Current resolution (see 3.4)
10 Full scale current (see note (ü) 3.5)
lL Voltage resolution (see 3.4)
L2 VMAX (see note (vi) 3.5)
13 HVINpolarity (seenote(ix) 3.5)
15 All parameters*.

The order in which the parameter are read is : HV Board, VMON, IMON, IMAX, HV IN
status, HV ON/OFF, Pülse Test, STATUS, Number of channels, Current resolution, Full
Scale, Voltage resolution, VMAX, IfV IN polarity.

tlse of dffirent subaddresses from those above will give error (see Error Codes).

For operation referring to the Protection Bit selection (Target = 70). Subaddress is ignored,
and only the first bit of the data field is used (see previous (v) note).

i.4 READ VALUE(S)

Read value(s) is performed by trvo Read Cycles:
Read at Address 3C, with bits 0-15 of Data Bus containing Data to be read.
Read at Address 3.E' , rvith bit 0 of Data Bus indicating ( if equat to 0) validity
of data just read.

These two Cycles must be repeated until bit 0 of Data Bus at Address 3E is 0.

b)

c)
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Readout is over when this bit is 1.

Data format for all channels on the selected slot:

If all channels are selected, the block of data begins with 1 t'pattern" word.
which is always the slot number.

After these initial "pattern" words, as many words follow according to the selected parameter:

VMON,IMON,IMAX and Status have as many pattern words as channels on the slots;

Current resolution, Voltage resolution : have two pattern words:
the first pattern is the value, the second is the unit measurement in ASCII code (in the least
significant 8 bits the A(amps) or V(voltage) character is read, in the most significant 8 bits you
can read'n' (nano) or'u' (micro) or'm' (milli) or Blank;

Ail the other parameters have only one pattern word.

3.5 DATA BAS LINES Interpretation (SY 227)

Notes:

(o) In the slot selection the Data Bus lines mean the following:

Data Bus line = 0 slot 1

Data Bus line = 1 slot 2
Data Bus line = 2 slot 3
Data Bus line = 3 slot 4

Use of dffirent bits gives an error. (see Error Code)

(i) In the HV board selection the Data Bus lines when equal to one have the foliowing meaning:

Bit0=slotlpresent;
Bit L = slot2present;
tsit2=slot3present;
Bit3=slot4present.

The number of the slots runs from high to low.

(ü) The data to be written or read are the absolute value divided by the cuffent resolution of the
board.

e.g. If you wish to set the IMAX value equal to 800 nA in a board which has a current resolution
of 5 nA , the data will be equal to 800 - 5 = 160.

Use of different bit tn the write.line gives an error. (see Error Code)
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(üi) H.v. oN/oFF:
In write data only bit 0 is significant.
In read value bit 0 and bit 1 are significant.

Bit0=1(H.V.RelayON)
Bit0=0(H.V.RelayOFF)
Bitl=1(switchOI.D*
BitL=0(switchOFF)

Any attempt to write a bit dffirent from 0 gives an error. (see Error Codes).

x It is possible to recognize the change of the status of the manual switch only if there is High
Voltage in the input.

WARNING:
It is possible to turn on the Relay only if the input does not have tligh Voltage.

Any attempt to switch on the Relay in this case gives an error (see Error Codes).

(iv) In the EN/DIS pulse test only bit 0 is significant.

Bit 0 = 1 @ulse Test Enable)
Bit 0 = 0 (Pulse Test Disable)

Use of different bits gives an error. (see Error Code)

(v) In changing the Protection Bit selection, subaddress is ignored, and only the first bit of the

data field is used.

Bit 0 = 1 (Password Enable)
Bit 0'= 0 (Password Disable)

Use of dffirent bits gives an ercor. (see Error Code)

(vi) The read value is absolute.

(vii) In the FfV IN status selection the Data Bus lines mean the following:

Data Bus line = 0: no FfV present in the input .

Data Bus line = 1: positive HV in the input.
Data Bus line = 2: negative HV in the input.

(viii) In the STATUS selection the Data Bus lines bit 0, bit t,bit2, bit 3 and bit 8 when equal to
one have the following meaning:

Bit0=1(fixed)
Bit l. = OVC (overcurent)
Bit2= OFS (overfull scale)
Bit 3 = OMV (over max voltage)
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Bit 8 = SY 2n ( when Bit 8 = 0: SY 127).

(ix) In the FfV IN polarity selection the Data Bus lines mean the following:

Data Bus line = 0: negative and positive polarity.
Data Bus line = 1: positive polarity.
Data Bus line = 2: negative polarity.

(x) In theZerc Current Set bits 0 to 15 of the Data Bus in the write cycle must equal 1.

4. RESET

RESET is made via a Write Cycle at Address 28 with Data Bus bits 0-15
ignored.
To be sure that the action has been successful, a Read Cycle at the same
Address is suggested. The meaning of Data Bus bit 0 is the same as in the. other actions.
A 200 supports also hardware RESET by VME System.

After a RESET Command has been issued, a wait time of at least 300 msec has to be
tntroduced before any other VME Cycle can be successfully performed on the system.

5. READ VALIDITY of actiorus

A response is given to each VME Cycle supported by the Interface.

A Data Bus bit 0 = L response means that the A200 is busy, and that the action has been
rejected: it has to be repeated until a Data Bus bit 0 = 0 response is obtained.

On the other hand, during readout, data are valid only when Data Bus bit 0 = 0, and will
continue to bevalid until Data Bus bit 0 becomes 1.

If a single negative *;ord is obtained in a READ YALUB operation, this is
interpreted as an error code.

After each Write Cycle, it is wise to perform a READ VALUE operation to read the relative
error code ( see Chapter 3 for a comprehensive list of the errors ).
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6, ERROR CODES

0 successful operation
- 1 invalid assigpement of a Channel or Crate number-2 attempt to §_T4BT READOUT without previous SELECT TARGET
- 3 a"rtempl to WRITE DAIA without previäus sBigcr iARcgr-32 channel selected non-eruStent
- 3 3 attempt to write a too smail a parameter value
- 3 4 attpmpt to write a too large a f arameter value
- 4 8 selection of non implemänted function-256 selection of non-existent crate

ERROR CODES VALID FOR THE SY 127 SYSTEM:

- 4 attempt to change a Status bit different from ON/OFF
- 5 attempt to write-a Read.-only parameter rsruaa-a.essl sl
- 6 attempt to- assign a Channel to ul rron-existent Gräup (the Grouos are

represented by the first 8 bits of the Data Bus Lines, and^ abirnigrr"iih;i
'7 liiöjl".,trt *: rog widg rime orthe streamer-tubes-conditioning
- 8 

?tle.mpt to Start, Stop, Pause the Streamer-tubes-conditioning process.

. s [1ffiä**{,rd,ä"i",ää:ffiä:i,#H,#:J}.fi13{ir,I" .v'är
- 10 attempt to-use a bit different aom o wt en *ritG u siäiri
- 11 during Relative Group Selection, utt"Äpt to writä *itr, ß0.-12 error ön setring proteötion bit

ERROR CODES VALID FOR THE SY 227 SYSTEM:

- 35 attempr to change ON/OFF HV different from bit 0- 36 attempt to switch_on with ffv INp.äsort- 37 attempt to change pulse Test EN/öIS different from bit 0' 38 artempt to change password EN/DIS airrerent tom uit o

NOTE:
Error codes different from those referring to the selected
system at e not significant.

For SY 127 6.A Softrvare version and/or previous software versions:

The user carunot turn on the channels as a first operation when
working in Group mode (ERROR -33)

In order to trartsfer the channel assignment performed viaYME into the non-volatile ,nemory @EFR7M) 
-thä 

aser ruustcheck on the Terminat (via R^g 232) if tie assignrnent is
c orre ct.

i,
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I.V. CAENET VME

Item Quantity

CONTROLLER - Mod. A2OO

Reference

Component List revised:

Part

Nov, 30 1990

l-

2

3

4

5

6

7

ö

9

l_o

l- 1_

L2

l_3

L4

15'

t6

L7

l-8

1-

2

1

1

49

t-

1

l_

L

L

2

L

l-

3

L

1

1

2

2

L4

l_

1

1

2

1

L

1

3

l_

1

20

cl-

c3,c2

c49

c64

cFl_. . cF49

DL

D2

D3

DL

D4

D5, D6

D7

Jl_

JPlrJP2rJP3

P1

Q1

Q2

l-0Pl_,LoP2

Rl_, R2

R4 , R3 , R5 , R6, Rg, R10, Rl-1, R12
R13, R2L, R26, R27,R28, R3O

R7

R8

R14

R17, R18

R19

R20

P.22

R23,R24rR25

R29

sw1

82pF

2 . 2uF/ L6V

2.znE

L0nF

l-0OnF

1N4 0 02

YELLOW LED

GREEN LED

RED LED

1N314

DIP-SWITCH 8 VIE

DIP SWITCH 2 VTE

LEMOOO

JUI{PER

EURO.CONN.96 PIN (a+b+c)

8D512

8C328

PACKAGE 10 PIN 2.2K

47K

2.2R

1.5K

s. 6K

4.7

l-oK

4.7K

22A

100

1K

330

PUSHBUTTON

27

22

23

24

25

26

27

2B

29

30



--H. V. CAENET VME

' ftem Quantity

CONTROLLER - Mod. A2OO

Reference

Component List revised:

Part

Nov,30 l_990

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4L

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

5B

59

60

L

6

2

1

2

l_

1

l_

3

l-

1

1

1_

l-

1-

l-

3

2

A.

3

t_

3

1

l-

2

1_

l_

1

2

1

uL

u3 ru33 rU3 6,U46 rU50,U54

u4; u5

U6

u8, u52

U9

ul-o

ur-l-

uL2,ü22,TJ56

u13

u]-4

u15

uL6

U1.B

v21-

u23

v26,U29 ,TJ6L

u32rU35

u3l_ , u7 ,TJ25 ,rIzg

v37 ,U34,ü42

u38

ü4L, U3g, U4O

u45

u49

ü47 ,U4g

u51-

u53

u55

u60 , u24

xt-

7 4538

7 4L5244 l',, '' ' .'

74LS1-38

4020

7 4L5257

7 4LSO2

7 4LSL23

16R4

7 4LS7 4

82594

74S188

265L

4049

7 4F373

l-6L8

7 4L5373

7 4ALS534

7 4F244

7 4LS76L

6116

27 64

7 4ALS52L

74LS08

74LS00

7 4L537 4

8257

8085

7 4L5240

2OLB

6.L44 Wz QUARZ

rr i *f
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:
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-.:

*1
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l
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